VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION

PREPARING YOU TO BE A CHAMPION FOR OUR HERO’S

YOU WERE CHOSEN! CONGRATULATIONS!
You are at the threshold of one of the coolest and largest worldwide sporting events in the
history of United States, celebrating the heroes that have worked so hard to develop our
cultures and keep them safe for each of us to live in. You, out of thousands of applicants,
were chosen because you have the needed skills, required credentials, and share the morals
and values necessary for the execution of these Games. This course will be the gateway to
your Volunteer opportunity with The World Police & Fire Games, and we can’t wait to work
to work with you!
We are not here to say this journey will be easy: It takes commitment to be apart of our
Games staff. You will juggle your schedule to find time to participate in the World Police &
Fire Games. You will have to complete not only this Online Training Course, but training at
your Venue, and training for specifics tasks. However, all of this work and sacrifice will lead
you to a once-in-a-lifetime experience – to serve in the largest celebration of Law
Enforcement Officers and Firefighters from around the world.
Here you stand at this threshold, are you ready to take the next step to join
us?
IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO BE A CHAMPION FOR OUR HEROES!

Why Is it Important to Take This Course?
It’s a genuine question, but its answer is pivotal to the success of the World Police
& Fire Games execution. You, and nearly 6,000 like you, build the team that will
operate, regulate, and represent these Games. The entire success of World Police
& Fire Games is dependent on you:
• More than 30,000 spectators will visit from our community and around the
globe to see the World Police & Fire Games.
• Nearly 10,000 Athletes to date, from 70 different countries worldwide, will
be participating in these Games.
• Every attending spectator & athlete is counting on you to help us provide
the best World Police & Fire Games they yet to see.

We want you, as a Volunteer, to be fully prepared for the challenges you will face
during this event and this course will guide you through the necessary essentials.

What Do We Want to See From You?
This is a huge event with thousands in attendance, and for many it will be a oncein-a-lifetime experience to be a Volunteer, Athlete or Spectator in these Games. We
cannot thank you enough for the promise and commitment you have already
shown us so far, but to guarantee your success, we have a few expectations for you
while completing this course:
 We expect you to take the lessons in this Online Training Course seriously. Whether
you may already know most of this material, or you have never been a part of an
event this size before, your attention and focus matters.
 We will be giving you some WPFG-specific rules and procedures that you may not
be able to know without watching this course. Do not just breeze through this
course by clicking along. If you do, your first day may be difficult for you and
everyone who has to re-train you along the way.
 Whether your assignment is on the front lines as a Games Ambassador, or if it is
behind the scenes in nature such as a Supervisor, we still encourage you to pay
attention to this course and see how all of our roles make these Games possible.

What Will This Course Teach Me?
This online course, in it’s simplest description, is your general orientation to your
responsibilities as a Volunteer for the World Police & Fire Games.
 The course will give you perspective, allowing you to see the bigger picture of the
Games. You’ll learn about the leaders and symbols within the Games, as we’ll as
the stories behind bringing the Games to Fairfax, Virginia.
 We’ll introduce you to the Venues & sports presented in the Games.
 Throughout the course we’ll be giving you important lessons on how to make every
second count within the Games.
 We’ll explain what is expected of you in your roles and what you can expect of us in
return for your hard work.
 Lastly, we’ll give you The World Police & Fire Games plan, A General Venue plan,
and help you build your plan for the Games.

PERSPECTIVE: BIGGER PICTURE
THESE GAMES HAVE AN AMAZING HISTORY TO SHARE

The Brief History of The World Police & Fire Games
The first ‘Police Olympics’ were held in San Diego, California in 1967. San
Diego Police Captain Veon “Duke” Nyhus (pictured left) recognized the
need to promote physical fitness and camaraderie amongst members of
the law enforcement community. Duke formulated the idea of the Police
Olympics and created the competition with an eye towards promoting
physical fitness and sport as both a means for officers to improve their
overall fitness, reduce stress, and to increase their professional abilities.
That first year 504 competitors registered for competition in 16 sports
held over 2 days.

With the continuing success of the California Games, planning began in 1983 for the first
World Police & Fire Games, which were held in 1985 in San Jose, California. The aim of the
World Police and Fire Games is to offer the same variety of sports, and same high caliber of
Venues, officials and athletic achievement as the California Games, but on a global scale.
Subsequent World Police & Fire Games have been held biennially, with the last few events
being held in British Columbia, Canada; New York City, New York; and Belfast, Northern Ireland;
with future Games being held in Montreal, Canada (2017) and Chengdu, China (2019).

The Brief History of The World Police & Fire Games
The size and scope of the World Police & Fire Games continues to grow. Attendance has
steadily increased as have the number of countries involved. While attendance averages
about 9000 in past Games, the 2011 WPFG in New York holds the current attendance record
with over 17,000 athletes competing in 67 sports from almost 70 countries. We are
expecting more than average attendance with nearly 10,000 registered competitors in the
2015 Fairfax World Police & Fire Games. With family and traveling companions, the number
in overall visitor attendance will top 40,000.
While the World Olympics are indisputably number one in the terms of competitors
attending, the World Police & Fire Games are second globally in the number of entrants
registered within a sporting competition. In addition, our Games offer far more sporting
disciplines than the Summer and Winter Olympics combined.
As Volunteers you will be serving in one of seven World Police & Fire Games that have been
held in the United States. You will be representing this great nation in the National Capitol
Region as stewards for the rest of the World!

What Brought The Games to Fairfax?
When the 2015 World Police & Fire Games welcomes 10,000 participants to Northern Virginia and the
surrounding areas, everybody embracing the Games of Heroes can give thanks to a chance meeting
4,100 miles from home between a pair of First Responders who just so happen to live minutes apart
right here in Fairfax County.
FCPD Second Lieutenant Bruce Blechl was preparing to compete in the long distance running
competition at the 1999 World Police & Fire Games in Sweden. While touring the King’s Palace in
Stockholm, he encountered FCFD Battalion Chief Jerome Williams, a participant in long distance
running as well. After a brief conversation, they turned to one another and posed the following
question:
“Wouldn’t it be great if we could bring these Games home?”
16 years later, that dream is now a reality. Upon their return to the States, the duo got together and
launched the process.
“Jerome wrote a letter to the Federation and unbeknownst to him, I was starting a non-profit
organization here in the County,” said Blechl, who has participated in every World Police & Fire Games
competition since 1997. “We reached out to the political base and the local business community and
developed a foundation.”

What Brought The Games to Fairfax? (Cont.)
Working in partnership with Visit Fairfax CEO, the team made a formal presentation to the World
Police & Fire Federation in 2009 where Fairfax County beat Toronto and Winnipeg to earn the right to
host the 2015 Games, which will consist of 61 competitive sports spread across 53 Venues over 10
days.
From June 26 through July 5, the World Police & Fire Games will be the single largest sporting event to
ever take place in the Washington metropolitan area. The Games will draw thousands to the region
and have a direct economic impact in the range of $60 - $80 million. The Games will also utilize
upwards of 6,000 Volunteers and provide numerous sponsorship opportunities to area business. All of
this thanks to that chance meeting in Stockholm.
Today, the duo continues to complement one another, working closely together on various elements.
Blechl serves the Fairfax 2015 Organizing Committee as its Vice President of Operations, managing
logistics, security, and transportation, while Williams serves as the Games’ Director of Medical and
Language Services.
When asked whose efforts were most crucial in landing an event of this magnitude, both deflect the
credit: “Bruce was the guy who made this happen,” Williams said. “No way,” says Blechl. “It’s all
Jerome.” Apparently, they don’t agree on everything.

What makes Fairfax, Virginia Great?
While Fairfax, VA, is located just west of The Nation’s Capital, it’s rich heritage and
established cities within make it the perfect Venue for the World Police & Fire
Games.
 Located just a few miles from the Nation’s Fastest Growing Airport, and within
range of The Washington Metro Transit System, Fairfax is already brimming with
potential. Fairfax County also provides it’s own self-sufficient transit system that
will provide local transit within the Games.
 Again, due to it’s prime location near Washington, DC, accommodations,
attractions, and restaurants come in a diverse assortment, giving it’s visitors a
massive selection to choose from. Fairfax includes some amazing city centers too,
including the Reston Town Center, which will serve as the Games Village.
 Fairfax also has a wide array of athletic facilities with their state-of-the-art
recreational centers, top-notch secondary school facilities, and beautiful public
parks.
 As a region, Fairfax also has a network of talent and businesses to help develop
these Games into a beautiful and seamless event. You are key part of this network!

The Visions Behind Our Icons
Within the entire Program of The Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games, you will
find two notable symbols throughout our image and culture as a team.
The first is our logo, which symbolically includes the bold face of an eagle,
representing the strength, determination, and rare beauty this country and
region has to offer. In it’s eye is a single star, symbolizing the vision each of
these athletes will have to achieve their goals when competing in these
Games. The logo’s simplistic beauty and evident American influences serve
as the Face of Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games.
The second is our mascot character, Captain Courage, who is a valiant Eagle
coming to cheer on the all of the athletes featured in the Games. According
to the story, Captain Courage grew up always wanting to serve and protect
the citizens of the United States since he was a baby Eaglet. Even though
he was told by his fellow Eagles that his impact would be unnoticeable, he
took on both the roles of a Police Officer & Firefighter and humbly served
his local community. Today we have the rare chance to see him soar with
his fellow firefighters and law enforcement officials as the animated face of
our Games.

Closing Numbers to Consider
To give you a final scope of the true volume behind these Games, here are some
simple statistics to mull over as you consider the impact you will have as a
Volunteer.
10 EVENT DAYS: JUNE 26 – JULY 5, 2015
53

VENUES LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE REGION

61

SPORTS EVENTS

70

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

5,000+

VOLUNTEERS

10,000

ATHLETES EXPECTED TO COMPETE

40,000+

GAMES VISITORS

GAMES: VENUES, SPORTS &
GIVING YOU THE INSIDE PERSPECTIVE OF THIS YEAR’S GAMES
EVENTS

It’s More than a Sports Competition
The World Police & Fire Games isn’t just a simple competition for Law Enforcement
and Firefighters to set a record for their personal best. This event serves as an
opportunity for each of our heroes to relax, develop, and grow camaraderie. Here
are just a few of the activities, outside of our sporting events, that we’ll be offering:







The Opening Ceremony at RFK Stadium
Several Receptions Celebrating International Visitors
Individual victory & medaling ceremonies within each sporting event
Two Fallen Heroes Memorials for Law Enforcement & Firefighters
The Fairfax City Fourth of July Parade
A wide variety of concerts and events at the Games Village in Reston and Lerner
Town Square in Tysons
 The Closing Ceremony at Wolf Trap

Who Will Compete at the Sporting Venues
It may seem obvious who will be competing in the Games, however the doors
aren’t just specifically open to local police & firefighters. These Games are for any
career or retired Law Enforcement, Emergency Medical Technician, or Firefighting
Official who has served their country diligently. From the local Sheriff down the
street, to the Fire Chief in Frankfurt, Germany; these Games bring in a significant
number of individuals worldwide that serve in a variety of roles.
Some of these heroes are coming to this event for the first time, while others are
making a return appearance to beat or hold a personal record. However all of the
men & women competing have trained for months, perhaps years, for this one
single moment in history where they can demonstrate what makes them the best
athlete in their respective fields. Depending on where you work and live, you might
even recognize some of these heroes before volunteering with us. However your
goal will always stay the same: Just as they have served us with pride and
confidence, we will serve them in their moment of glory, victory and strength.

What Sports Will Be Featured?
To the right you will find a listing of every sport
featured within the WPFG. Now bear in mind that
while this list may seem a little short, there are
several sporting disciplines within a particular
event (Example: Cycling, a single sport, has six
disciplines which include Mountain Biking, Time
Trials, Road Race, Hill Climb, etc).
If you are unfamiliar with any of these sports, we
encourage you to check out the official gameplay
and rules on our website at www.fairfax2015.com.
On the individual sport pages you’ll also get a
glimpse at the wide variety of athletes playing in
the Games, each asking questions that are
relevant to their events.

Angling
Archery
Athlete’s Village
Baseball
Basketball
Badminton
Biathlon
Billiards
Bodybuilding
Boxing
Crossfit
Clays
Cross Country
Cycling
Darts
Dodgeball
Fire Muster
Flag Football
Golf
Half Marathon
Honor Guard
Ice Hockey
Indoor Volleyball
Lacrosse
Martial Arts

Motorcycle Street
Orienteering
Police Action Pistol
Police Pistol Combat
Rifle Air
Rifle Small Bore
Rowing
Rugby
Service Dogs
Skeet
Softball
Stair Race
Submission Grappling
Swimming
Table Tennis
Tennis
Toughest Competitor
Track & Field
Trap
Triathlon
Tug of War
Ultimate Firefighter
Weight Lifting
Wrestling
Wrist Wrestling

General Venue Overview

http://fairfax2015.com/component/k2/itemlist/tag/venue

Where Can I Find Venue Specific & Transportation Maps?
Prior to the start of the World Police & Fire Games, we will work with our Games
Logistics team to send you a detailed map of the interior and exterior layout of our
Venues. These maps will include information on how to navigate Volunteer-Access
areas, where you should park on arrival, and how athletes and spectators should
move within the environment. At your Venue, Volunteer Coordinators will give you
maps to help athletes and spectators navigate our Games Transportation System
(reserved only for Athletes and their Families).
Please keep a careful eye on your Games-registered e-mail to ensure you receive
the maps and necessary information to move within your Venue and help others
navigate the Games.

If you don’t receive your maps by e-mail before the start of the Games, please
contact Volunteer@fairfax2015.com, and we will send you your Venue’s
information.

SERVICE: BEING YOUR BEST

ENSURING YOU MAKE EVERY SECOND COUNT AS A VOLUNTEER AT
WPFG

Let’s Take Some Notes
During these next three Modules, we encourage you to take some short and
specific notes to help you remember the content we’ll be reviewing. With that
said, these next three Modules are particularly long and have important
information about aiding in event security, assisting persons with disabilities,
specific WPFG Policy Regulations, Accreditation, and much more.
If you haven’t stretched your legs yet during this course, this might be a good chance
to do so. We don’t want you to loose your focus during some of the vital subjects we’ll
be covering shortly hereafter.
Thank you again for Volunteering with the World Police & Fire Games, we really
appreciate your attention and eagerness to learn the material so far.

Volunteer JOB

Organization Map of Staff & Volunteers

Explaining Your Chain of Command
Your main point of contact within
the Games will be your
Volunteer/Sports Coordinator; they
are your direct mentors and will
guide you through the process of
Volunteering. You will check-in and
check-out with your Coordinator.

The Venue Supervisor oversees the entire
operation of a Venue. Include their
attention in emergency situations as
outlined later in the presentation

Venue Supervisor

Volunteer/Sport
Coordinator

Volunteer Services

Spectator Services

Medals/Ceremonies

Most disagreement and social
disputes should be first handled
with your Coordinator, but in the
vent of an emergency or a dispute
escalating, immediately report to
the Security Officer at their post.

Security Officer

Protocol/Language
Services

Workforce Food

As a Volunteer you will be organized into one of these
six essential service aspects.

Sports
Management

Your Responsibility As Volunteers
Every World Police & Fire Games Volunteer has responsibilities that can be
categorized into three basic capacities:
1.

Serving as host and front-line resource to the people who are
attending the Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games. In this capacity,
Volunteers will:
 Welcome Visitors & Guests
 Answer questions about the World Police & Fire Games, the hosting
community, and The National Capital Region.
 Help guests and other Volunteers/staff members solve problems.

2.

Serving at a Venue. In this capacity, Volunteers will:
 Share responsibility for the smooth operation of the Venue.
 Help maintain the quality, safety, and security of the Venue.
 Assume assignments as requested by their Volunteer Coordinators,
Venue Supervisors, or WPFG Staff.

Your Responsibility As Volunteers
3.

Serving in specific functions at the Venue (Example: Security, Games
Management). In this more finite capacity, Volunteers will
 Learn and apply the techniques necessary to do their jobs.
 Assume personal responsibility for quality of their job performance.
 Serve in their functions using professionalism and constructively
work with their peers.

At the beginning of your first shift, you will be expected to complete a shift
briefing in all of these capacities prior to starting your tasks. This gives you the
ability to know how to do your job well and focus on doing your very best. If you
have been asked to come to a Venue or Leadership Training Orientation, we
encourage those of you to use a planner/calendar to keep track of these
opportunities .

You Know More Than You Think
We know we just gave you a lecture in your responsibilities in Volunteers, and you may be
wondering how you will meet some of those standards. Let us put your mind at ease,
because chances are you already have the basic job skills you need to do this job. Helping
our guests have a great time comes naturally to this culturally diverse region known for it’s
hospitality. Although you may not have realized it, doing what comes naturally will help you
succeed as a Volunteer.

 RESPECT OTHERS. Treat every other member of your World Police & Fire Games
Volunteer team in the way you would like to be treated. Remember every staff
member has made sacrifices to do an important job in these Games.
 BE FLEXIBLE AND RESOURCEFUL. Always expect the unexpected while working at
your Venue. You may have to change your job or do things differently than you
originally thought. Be ready and willing to help your fellow Volunteers.
 FIND THE ANSWER. If anyone asks you a question, never guess at the answer. If you
are not sure, say, “I am not sure, but I will find out for you.” Then follow through.

You Know More Than You Think
 COMMUNICATE. An overlooked, yet vital aspect to being a great Volunteer. Make
sure you communicate clearly with your fellow Volunteers. Do not hesitate to ask
questions if something is unclear to you. Share concerns with your Volunteer
Coordinator and Venue Supervisor, and talk with them about your personal goals
regarding the World Police & Fire Games.
 ASK FOR HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT. Our heroes rely on each other very day to carry
out their duties; none of these athletes will every say that can do it without the
rest of their team. There will be times where you will need help completing a job or
handling a problem. Be sure to ask for assistance especially when your safety or
the safety of those around you may be in question.
 WORK SIDE-BY-SIDE WITH OTHERS. Meet your commitments to your Volunteer
teammates. Remain at your station on duty and stand by your peers. If you must
leave your posted station, contact your Volunteer Coordinator.

You Know More Than You Think
 PACE YOURSELF. You cannot work well with others on your team if you are not
working well with yourself. Pace yourself while you are working. Be sure to drink
plenty of water during your shift, and request a break when you need one. If your
Venue is outside, make sure to take extra care to protect yourself from the sun and
heat.
 EMULATE THE CHARACTERS OF OUR HEROES. Get into the minds of the public-safety
men and women who provide for their countries and ask yourself what they might
do in your given situation. Be kind, show respect, and always remain calm. Each of
them has humbly served you and the citizens around you to ensure safety and
peace of mind, so take this unique opportunity and return the favor for one week.

Welcoming International Cultures
With a variety of international visitors coming to see the World Police & Fire Games, it
would be pretty difficult to learn the customs for every guest. However there are certain
things you can do to help you treat every guest politely and make him or her feel at home.





Introduce yourself when you welcome visitors and guests to our community.
Have a friendly, helpful, can-do attitude!
Be sure to use “please,” thank you”, and “your welcome.”
Pointing in several cultures is considered highly offensive. To indicate a direction
use your full hand with your palm facing upward.
 Some cultures are offended by loud or noisy behaviors. Avoiding shouting
whistling or waving to get the attention of others.
 Always avoid talking about religion or politics. Also avoid offering personal
opinions about local or international conditions, like crime, natural disasters, or
any current issues with the World Police & Fire Games.
 Avoid slang that could be misinterpreted in other cultures. Terms like “Cool” or
“You Bet Ya”, may be hard to understand to international visitors.

Dealing With Conflicts
Occasionally conflicts may arise while Volunteering. Many conflicts are due to
miscommunication. If a conflict arises between you and another person, use the following
steps to recover:
1. Keep your cool. Take a deep breath and count to 10 silently. Trust us, this really
works in relaxing the situation.
2. Investigate the other person’s point of view. Listen, find out what is going on and
ask follow up questions to confirm.
3. Ask yourself whether or not you have the information or the authority to resolve
this on the spot.
 If you do then offer a resolution to the other person. If the resolution is
acceptable, reassure the other person that their concerns will be taken care
of. Thank them for their interest and follow up appropriately to make sure
you resolution is executed.
 If you do not have the information or authority you need to resolve the
conflict on the spot, ask the other person to wait while you ask for help
from your Supervisor. Try to tell the other person approximately how long it
will take to get help so he or she can decide whether or not the resolution is
worth the wait.

Dealing With Conflicts
4.

If you become uncomfortable at any point when dealing with the conflict, or you
see a conflict with spectators athletes or anyone else unrelated to you, notify the
closest Security Officer or On-Duty Law Enforcement Official. If you cannot find
either of these personnel, find a staff member equipped with a radio, and ask
them to alert our Security St to the issue.

If you are a Volunteer Coordinator or Venue Supervisor, specific scenarios will be reviewed
during your Leadership Training Orientation, giving you greater knowledge in dealing with
conflicts.

Handling The Heat
In Virginia, the average summer months can bring temperatures anywhere the lower
seventies, to the upper nineties (Fahrenheit). Our location geographically also sets us in the
wake of several different storm paths throughout the course of a given summer. When
working your shift please be observant of future weather forecasts in regards to heat,
humidity, and precipitation. When exposed to the outdoors, please take the following
precautions:

 Wear sunscreen and shade eyes using unbranded or lightly branded sunglasses.
You will be provided a WPFG volunteer hat to use for protecting your face.
 Drink plenty of water, in our ninety degree weather you should have at least 8
ounces of water every hour. Water will be provided free at all Venues.
 Avoid Caffeine if you can. It will cause your body to dehydrate faster.
When you are working in Virginia’s summer heat, keep an eye out for anyone who may be ill
(headache, dizziness, exhaustion, weakness or stomach cramps). If you or anyone around
you experiences these symptoms, get them out of the heat immediately to a shaded or airconditioned environment and alert your Volunteer Coordinator or nearest Medical
Personnel.

Maintaining Our Planet
As Virginia and Fairfax County are both abundant in natural beauty and heritage,
we want to make sure our Games have the lowest environmental impact possible.
While the World Police & Fire Games will not be handling waste directly, we have
ensured recycling receptacles are present throughout most Venues, and trash
receptacles throughout all Venues. We will be reducing our physical and energy
waste to be as minimalist as possible and have asked our vendors to take similar
precautions to take care of the environment. While as an organization we have
made our impact, as Volunteers you must make your own, not just on our behalf,
but on behalf of the planet as a whole.
If you do see liter on the ground, or see someone litter, do not draw attention to
the heinous act, but rather pick it up, and place the liter into the proper disposal
receptacle.

Recognizing Our Sponsors
A number of the world’s best known companies are helping the World Police & Fire
Games become a reality by acting as sponsors. These companies have not only
made respectably sized contributions to our organization, they have also provided
you as a Volunteer with exclusive deals and offers you can find at
www.fairfax2015.com/discounts.
As a way of recognizing the support our sponsors provide, it is important that
careful attention be given to our sponsors products and services. Please take
special care to refrain from using or displaying any product or logo of competitors of
our sponsors while participating in any WPFG activity or while representing Fairfax
2015. A list of our sponsors, and sponsor related information can be found at
www.fairfax2015.com/incentives. We strongly encourage you to visit this site and
thank you for recognizing and protecting the substantial investment our sponsors
have made in bringing the 2015 Fairfax World Police & Fire Games.

Assisting Persons With Disabilities
The World Police & Fire Games is committed to ensuring that guests, Volunteers,
and spectators have the opportunity to enjoy the Fairfax 2015 Games. With
extensive planning and your help, The World Police & Fire Games will achieve this
goal. Here are some basic principles in disability sensitivity:
 A disability means a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one
or more major life activities (such as, seeing hearing, speaking, walking,
working, performing manual tasks, and caring for oneself).
 A handicap is a physical or attitudinal constraint that is imposed on a person,
regardless of whether or not that person has a disability.

Clarifying Example: There are a select number of people with disabilities who use
wheelchairs. Stairs, narrow doorways, and curbs are handicaps imposed upon
persons with disabilities who use wheelchairs.

Assisting Persons With Disabilities (Cont.)
Sensitive treatment of individuals with disabilities is of paramount importance to
the care of our spectators and visitors.
 Individuals with disabilities should never be referred to as “handicapped,” a
“disabled person,” “lame,” “hindered,” “limited,” “wounded,” “injured,” or
“physically challenged.”
 The preferred and only reference should be, “a person with a disability.”
 Identify everyone as a person first!
Being overly conscious of a person’s disability can cause discomfort and
awkwardness. Treat the individual as you would treat anyone else – with common
courtesy and a positive attitude.

Assisting Persons With Disabilities (Cont.)
If a person with a disability is accompanied by someone assisting them, remember
speak directly to the person with the disability rather then the companion. Before
offering any assistance to a person with a disability, ask first and then ask, “what
may I do to assist you?”. Do NOT assume the person with the disability needs a
specific task from you.
Alternative seating has been made available at all Venues for persons with
disabilities. Public restrooms and concessions areas will also be accessible to
persons with disabilities. You will learn where these areas are and how to access
them during your first shift debriefing.
All parts of the World Police & Fire Games Transportation system as well as the
Fairfax Connector & Washington Metro include accommodations for visitors with
disabilities.

Assisting Persons With Disabilities: Do’s & Don’ts
DO – Remember to be yourself, be friendly and helpful, and the rest will take care
of itself. If in doubt with a situation, as the person with the disability.
DO – Remember that people with disabilities are just that.. “a person with a
disability.” They are just like you, and want to enjoy these Games with you!
DO – Ask someone if they need assistance before you assume that he or she does.
DO – Look for signage, which will assist you in way finding and located restrooms,
concession stands, and other amenities that are accessible.
DO – Know where the most accessible route are in your Venue.
DO – Know where your Venues information desk is, should a person need further
assistance at a Venue

Assisting Persons With Disabilities: Do’s & Don’ts
DON’T – Doubt or inquire as to the nature of a person’s disability ore request
proof of the person being disabled.
DON’T – Lean on a persons wheelchair or other mobility aid during a
conversation. The chair or other mobility aid needs to be considered part of the
personal space of that individual.
DON’T – Pet anyone's service animals (Including Law Enforcement) without
asking permission first.
DON’T – Push someone’s wheelchair unless you are asked to provide assistance.

Assisting Persons With Disabilities (Cont.)
Remember, never generalize or make assumptions regarding a persons disability.
Disability crosses lines of race, age, gender, and ethnicity. Take time to listen to
everyone because we are unique and different in our own ways. Treat people with
disabilities the exact same way you wish to be treated, with dignity and respect.
Additional information on assisting spectators with disabilities will be provided
during your first shift debriefing at your Venue. Should you have any questions on
accessibility or assisting spectators with disabilities, ask your Volunteer
Coordinator for assistance.

SERVICE: POLICIES &
MAKE EVERY SECOND COUNT AS A VOLUNTEER AT WPFG
PROCEDURES

Setting the Record Straight
You are in a special group on individuals drawn from the ranks of Fairfax County’s
leading Volunteers and Business people. As a result of your willingness to share
your expertise, you will have unique rights and privileges during The World Police
& Fire Games. You will have access to restricted areas, know how to perform
certain functions, and learn confidential information.
In this section, we will set some policies and regulations we will require you to
adhere while participating in the Games. These policies will give you a better
understanding of what is expected of you by Fairfax 2015 WPFG, and what you can
expect in return. Everything here is set to ensure the memories you make at the
Games will be positive ones.

This section will be a little long as we review our standards, bear with us.

Performance Standards
Once you receive your assignment, you are expected to perform at the highest of
qualities. World Police & Fire Games’ Supervisors and Coordinators may provide direct
feedback on your performance, if necessary. If you have questions about your duties
and responsibilities, be sure to discuss them with your Volunteer Coordinator or Venue
Supervisor to get clarification.

Attendance Standards
You and the role you will play at this event are very important to the World Police &
Fire Games. Volunteer duties are critical to the success of the Fairfax 2015 Games.
Volunteers who miss two consecutive shifts and/or fail to notify the Volunteer
Coordinator will be voluntarily forfeiting their position, dismissing them from future
assignments.
Please notify your Volunteer Coordinator as quickly as possible if, for any reason, you
cannot fulfill your commitments. You will learn how to contact your Volunteer
Coordinator at the beginning of your first shift.

Accreditation
The purpose of accreditation is to identify and register all persons involved in
staging the World Police & Fire Games. Our accreditation system ensures quick,
safe, practical and efficient access. The Accreditation Department issues these
badges in order to grant specific access and privileges within the Games.
Authorized individuals who will be accredited include Athletes, Team Officials,
Medical Staff, Games Staff, Vendors, Security, Media and Volunteers.
This badge will serve as your work permit, your ticket to move into certain areas of
the Games and will give you certain authorities; guard it well and keep it close. It
MUST be worn at all times while on duty.
When off duty or attending as a spectator, you cannot use your badge to gain
access to restricted areas. Attempting to use your accreditation badge for
personal access while not on duty may be grounds for dismissal as a volunteer.

Accreditation Access
In order to gain access to a restricted area, your badge must be authorized to work
at the specific Venue in which the area is located in. All of your authorizations and
access information will be linked with our digital accreditation server and mobile
administrator devices. When you attend you daily briefing at your Venue, your
Volunteer Coordinator and/or Venue Supervisor will inform you of the areas you
are authorized to access. Your access privileges will be based upon where you need
to be on a regular basis to perform your specific role and function. If you attempt
to access an area you’re not unauthorized to access, you will be denied entrance.
You must wear your accreditation badge at all times while you are on duty. The
badge must be worn visibly around your neck, with your photograph face up.
When your shift concludes, exit the Venue and remove your accreditation badge
before re-entering any venues off-duty.

Accreditation Diagram
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1)

Picture Identification (we will take your
photo just before issuing your
accreditation).
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Your Full Name
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Your identification number (5-6 digits)
QR Barcode (Allows the ID to be
verified electronically)

Title of Position & WPFG Seal
Accreditation Verification Number
Notes & Sponsorship Information

Accreditation: Lost & Found
If your badge is either lost or stolen, please report the theft or loss immediately to your
Volunteer Coordinator and the Accreditation Department. In order to report your
badge lost through Accreditation, you must come, in person, to our accreditation
office (located at 1800 Cameron Glen Drive, Reston VA) where you first receieved your
acreditaion. You will be asked to verify your identity and explain how you lost your
identification. If we find you are personally liable for losing your accreditation badge,
you will be fined $10.00 USD for replacment. If you refuse to pay for replacement, you
will be forfeiting your role as a Volunteer from the Games. Your accreditation badge will
serve as your entry ticket in the Games, and without it we cannot grant you access.
If you find another person’s accreditation badge please turn it over immediately to
Security, Accreditation, your Volunteer Coordinator or Venue Supervisor.

If you see an individual with credentials that do not belong to them, or find an
individual in a restricted area they do not have access to, contact Security immediately
and do not challenge the individual.

Personal Needs: Religious
Venue Supervisors & Volunteer Coordinators will make every reasonable effort to
accommodate schedules to meet the religious needs of WPFG Volunteers. If you
made it clear of your requirements in your Volunteer application, we will have
already made your schedule accommodating to your needs.
If you, however, did not mention or forgot to mention any religious
accommodations you need during your time at the Games we will need to adjust
our scheduling accordingly. We strongly encourage you to email
volunteer@fairfax2015.com so that we may adjust schedules, breaks times, and or
meals to meet your needs before we lock in and confirm scheduling.

Personal Needs: Safety
The World Police & Fire Games leading goal is to provide a safe workplace for
everyone and to insist on safe work practices. World Police & Fire Games
Volunteers who endanger themselves or others will be subject to disciplinary
action, including potential dismissal. As you complete your first shift debriefing at
your Venue, be sure you know how to:
 Follow the safety practices for your specific tasks.
 Comply with all safety rules and use any safety devices and personal
protective equipment required.
 Report all safety health and fire hazards promptly to your Volunteer
Coordinator and Venue Supervisor.
 Report all accidents, injuries, illness, no matter how minor to your
Volunteer Coordinator.
 Understand and follow fire safety guidelines.

Personal Needs: On-Duty Injury
If someone is injured on-duty:
 If the injury is an emergency, determine whether or not you or the
individual is healthy enough to be moved to a Medical Station. Once
determined, aid the individual in maneuvering to the Medical Station
onsite, and alert your Volunteer Coordinator immediately of injury. If the
injury is immediately life threatening, call emergency services by
dialing 911.
 In a non-emergency injury, immediately report the injury to your
Volunteer Coordinator (even if it is minor). In turn, your Coordinator will
alert Medical Personnel and help you to Medical Station for assistance.
 Questions regarding follow-up treatment should be addressed with the
Venue Supervisor and the Medical Staff who helped serve you.

Personal Needs: Rest & Meal Periods
 Taking Breaks: Most Venues will have a staff break area or employee rest area
you should use for taking breaks. Always make sure your post and assignments
are covered before taking an authorized break. Never leave your post, unless in
an emergency. Before you take any break or period of rest, please inform your
Volunteer Coordinator prior to taking action.
 Meals: NEVER eat while actively working during your Volunteer duties. Your
Volunteer Coordinator will schedule your meal breaks so as to not interfere
with your duties or your Venue’s operation. You will receive a complimentary
meal at the Venue. Please be sure to drink plenty of water (Do not wait until
you are thirsty). Water will always be readily available to you at all Venues.

Lost & Found Procedures & Policies
These rules apply to both spectators and Volunteers alike. Please inform
spectators where they can find their items when prompted:
 In the event you find a person who is lost, such as a child, please kindly direct
them to the Information Desk at your Venue. Ensure that the child or individual
safely arrives to the desk and notify staff at the desk where the individual was
found.
 In the event you find a misplaced item, Items should be turned into the
Information Services Desk at the Venue where the item was found.
 Lost items will be kept until the last day of Games operation for that Venue.
 Once a Venue is no longer being used by the World Police & Fire Games,
unclaimed Items will be transferred to the Main Accreditation Center (M.A.C)
 Effective July 6,2015, any unclaimed items will become the property of Fairfax
2015 World Police & Fire Games

Standards Of Appearance
As representatives for the Games, we want to ensure you are presentable, clean and
approachable to every athlete and spectator within these Games. As a Volunteer you
will get a uniform shirt to wear that labels you by color for visitors. The type of
uniform, as you will see later, depends on your job assignment.
All uniforms should be clean and neat. Do not physically alter the uniform's shape by
cutting, rolling, or knotting the uniform. Uniforms should only be worn during
scheduled shifts. Please refrain from wearing large/valuable pieces of jewelry,
especially earrings, rings and bracelets.
If you report to your assigned shift without your uniform, or if your uniform is not
clean, untidy or altered in any way, you may be asked to leave the Venue, and will be
forfeiting you position after repeat offenses. Depending on the number or length of
shifts you will work, we may provide you with more uniform shirts.

Standards Of Appearance
Our Expectations For Attire:
 Provided Uniform Shirt is clean and neat. No
excessive wrinkling, and no stains.
 Pants/Bottoms must be khaki or dark in color and
clean. Shorts should be longer than the length of
their arms extended along their sides.
 Comfortable, closed-toed shoes should be worn at
all times. We would highly recommend running
shoes as you may be standing for the majority of
your shift.

Drug-Free/Smoke-Free Policies
The World Police & Fire Games has a longstanding commitment to provide a safe and
productive work environment. Alcohol and drug abuse pose a threat to the health and
safety of other Volunteers, Athletes, the public and to the security of our equipment and
facilities. For these reasons, the World Police & Fire Games is committed to the elimination
of drug and/or alcohol use and abuse at any and all Venues. This policy outlines the practice
and procedure designed to correct instances of identified alcohol and/or drug use in our
workplace. The following rules apply to all Volunteers:
 Whenever Volunteers are working, are operating a Games vehicle, are present on Games
premises, or are conducting related work off-site, they are prohibited from: Using,
possessing, buying, selling, manufacturing or dispensing an illegal drug (to include possession
of drug paraphernalia).
 The presence of any detectable amount of any illegal drug or illegal controlled substance in
an employee’s body while performing World Police & Fire Games business or while in a World
Police & Fire Games facility is prohibited.
 Any illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia will be turned over to an appropriate law enforcement
agency and may result in criminal prosecution.
 Smoking in uniform is STRICTLY prohibited; any smoking activities must be performed out of
uniform at least twenty feet (6 meters) away from the entrances and exits of the building.

Gifts & Gratuities Policy
No World Police & Fire Games Volunteer shall seek or accept from any person or
firm any gift, entertainment, or favor of any type that goes beyond common
courtesies consistent with ethical business practices.
All appearances of impropriety must be avoided. Volunteers should not profit
personally from WPFG’s relationships with other organizations unless it has been
established through the Merchant Incentives Program. Food vouchers, reserved
parking, and/or reserved seating are not to be sold or bartered for personal gain
under any circumstances.

Items Prohibited At Venues
The following items are strictly prohibited at all Venues:
 Air Horns
 Alcoholic Beverages (brought in
from outside of the Venue)
 Animals (except service animals)
 Controlled Substances or Illegal
Drugs
 Coolers
 Explosives
 Fireworks

 Gang-Attributed Paraphernalia
 Ice Chests
 Other Items that may be used as
weapons or considered dangerous
(tear gas, stun guns, etc.)
 Smoke Bombs
 Weapons

Release of Information Policy
The World Police & Fire Games is responsible for the security and confidentiality of
all personnel and Volunteer data. To inform Fairfax 2015/ World Police & Fire
Games of changes in name, address or telephone number, Volunteers should
forward their new information to volunteer@fairfax2015.com.
Any information released on our website falls under the Terms of Service
Agreement you e-signed when creating your account with the Fairfax 2015 World
Police & Fire Games. These Terms of Service can be found here:
http://www.fairfax2015.com/terms-of-use/

Policies on Caring for WPFG Property
Depending on your assignment, you may be issued a radio, computer, tablet, or
other equipment as part of your Volunteer role. These tools are strictly within the
ownership of the World Police & Fire Games and are only to be used for WPFG
related tasks. As a Volunteer of the 2015 WPFG, you are responsible for using this
equipment properly and returning it in good, working condition.

Electronic Communication and Internet Use Policies
The following guidelines have been established for using the Internet, WPFG-provided
computers and e-mail in an appropriate, ethical and professional manner. Any
communications as a volunteer acting on behalf of the Games must fall within accordance:
 The following actions are forbidden: using disparaging, abusive, profane or offensive
language; creating, viewing or displaying materials that might adversely or negatively reflect
upon Fairfax 2015 World Police and Fire Games or be contrary to Fairfax 2015/World Police
and Fire Games’ best interests; and engaging in any illegal activities, including piracy,
extortion, blackmail, copyright infringement, and unauthorized access of any computers and
WPFG-provided equipment such as cell phones and laptops.
 Volunteers may not copy, retrieve, modify or forward copyrighted materials, except with
permission or as a single copy to reference only.

 Volunteers are strongly encouraged to keep personal electronics concealed during your
scheduled working hours. Volunteers paying excessive attention to their personal electronics
will be asked to leave the Venue immediately and may be subject to Volunteer termination.

Social Networking Policy
The following are set guidelines for accessing and posting on social media,
networking, or personal communication during the World Police & Fire Games:
 Volunteers may not post financial, confidential, sensitive or proprietary
information about the Games, the athletes, the vendors or other Volunteers.
 Volunteers may not post obscenities, slurs or personal attacks that can damage
the reputation of the company, clients, employees or applicants.
 Volunteers may post pictures and text relating to the Games active events or
projects AT AN APPROPRIATE TIME, not during scheduled volunteer hours.
The Fairfax 2015 World Police and Fire Games may monitor content out on the
Internet. Policy violations may result in discipline up to and including termination.

Media Release/ Confidential Information Policy
If you are approached by the media, feel free to answer questions that deal with you
personally (why you decided to Volunteer at the World Police & Fire Games, how you are
enjoying being apart of the Volunteer team, etc.) and/or what are you are doing presently
as a World Police & Fire Games Volunteer. Be pleasant, courteous, and brief in responses,
monitoring what you say for information that is sensitive to Games operation, or
information that is not public knowledge.

If media representatives have questions beyond these subjects, direct them to the World
Police & Fire Games Office Media Division, whose function is to assist the media. Any
further questions can be answered through their email address: media@fairfax2015.com.
Part of your assignment may include keeping certain records and filing certain reports. In
either case, you are expected to provide all the information accurately and honestly. In
addition, you are responsible for protecting information is that not released for public
knowledge. Failure to do so may result in your termination as a Volunteer from the World
Police & Fire Games. When in doubt, air on the side of caution, and refer reporters to our
media department.

Protesters & Demonstrators
Occasionally, groups and individuals may choose to express their opinions and
viewpoints through such means as a protest or demonstration at a WPFG Venue. If
a protest occurs at one of our Venues, immediately report to your Volunteer
Coordinator or Venue Security Officer. DO NOT try to handle the issues yourself,
and DO NOT debate with the protestors or make reference to the demonstration.
Venue security officers are well trained and educated on First Amendment
issues. The Venue Security Officer will take the proper corrective action and
coordinate the mitigation efforts with the venue team.

Issues Dealing Pertaining To Legal Matters
If you are faced with any issue which deals with legal matters such as; passport
issues, visa matters, or political asylum matters, you must pass on those matters
immediately to Security Officers or On-Site Law Enforcement Officers. Law
Enforcement personnel are prepared to assist in these matters and make the
necessary required notifications and referrals.

Event Security
The safety of every individuals involved is of the utmost priority at the World
Police & Fire Games. Security is enforced at each Venue to protect visitors,
athletes, and staff. In general, Security Officers can be found at Venue entrances
and exits around the perimeter of the Venue. Fairfax County Police Department
will kindly be issuing officers to serve in uniform as event security. Please give
them your utmost respect and attention during these Games. If you do need a
Security Officer, but do not see one, find you Volunteer Coordinator, or a staff
member with a radio, and ask them to report your situation to our security staff.
If you see anything that threatens the well being or safety of our guests, staff,
Volunteers, or yourself, notify a Security Officer immediately or contact
emergency personnel by dialing 911. To reach an officer in a non-emergency
situation, please ask a staff member with a radio to communicate your need for
Security Staff.

SECURITY: ENSURING SAFETY

A PRESENTATION DELIVERED BY FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE & HOMELAND
SECURITY

HOMELAND SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

Situational Awareness

DEFINITION
Is the perception of environmental elements with respect to time or
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of
their status after some variable has changed, such as time, or some
other variable, such as a predetermined event.
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Situational Awareness

EVENT DEFINITION
Being aware of what is happening in the vicinity, in order to
understand how information, events, and one's own actions
will impact goals and objectives, both immediately and in
the near future.

Law Enforcement Sensitive
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SUSPICIOUS PACKAGES
 Protruding Wires
 Oily Stains on Wrapper
 Strange Odor
 Strange Sounds coming
from package
 Lopsided
 No Return Address or
no writing at all
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SUSPICIOUS PACKAGES
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SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES
 A person or vehicle stays in the same
place for an unusual length of time

 A parked car with the engine runningregardless of a person inside or not
 A vehicle drives around your block
frequently, slowing down, speeding up
 A vehicle with unusual writing on it.
(negative sentiment towards
institutions)
 A vehicle without lights on, arriving or
leaving at night

Law Enforcement Sensitive
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SUSPICIOUS VEHICLES
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SUSPICIOUS PERSONS
 A person or vehicle stays in the same place for an
unusual length of time
 A person wearing layers of clothing on a hot day
 A person with an unusual amount of bags or
backpacks
 A person behaves strangely (too happy or too
upset) or exhibits unusual movements, looks out
of place, or is wandering aimlessly
 A person asking questions about law enforcement
located at events or questions about specific
Venues.

Law Enforcement Sensitive
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WHAT YOU SHOULD REMEMBER
 Bring a pen and paper if possible, and have a
cell phone.
 Take pictures of persons or vehicles that seem
suspicious.
 Vehicle Tags
 Remember what location you are at and time of
day (cross streets, 1:30pm)
 Don’t put yourself in a dangerous situation.
Follow the steps provided by the Venue
management.
 If danger is imminent find a safe location.

Law Enforcement Sensitive
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PLANNING: PREPARED FOR
OUTLINING PLANS FOR THE GAMES AS A WHOLE, YOUR SPECIFIC VENUE,
ACTION
& YOU

Be Prepared For Anything
The World Police & Fire Games has invested a great deal of time and resources in
preparing plans for the Fairfax 2015 WPFG. As a Volunteer of the World Police &
Fire Games you should prepare a personal plan that helps you meet the
commitments and expectations outlined in this Online Course.
In this section, we will provide a brief overview of The World Police & Fire Games
Plan. We will also give you a closer look into a typical Venue Operations Plan.
During you first shift debriefing, you will learn more details about your specific
Venue.
Lastly, we will provide you with the guidance to develop your own Games plan.

Checking In & Out
World Police & Fire Games Volunteers must check-in for every shift they work. This
check-in lets Volunteer Coordinators know that you are on the premises and on
assignment. Your Volunteer Coordinator will also ask you to check-out before you
leave the Venue, letting him or her know that you have completed your
assignment for the day and will be back for your next scheduled shift. Your
Coordinator will review all of these topics in an exit interview after you leave.
Your check-in will be located in a clearly marked area accessible through a staff
entrance. You will learn the specific location at your Venue Orientation.
When you arrive, the Volunteer Coordinators will check you into our sports
management system. He or she will give you any of the necessary food vouchers,
instruction, or last minute updates about your assigned tasks. In addition, your
Volunteer Coordinators will have the following information (please ask if you
require it): Transportation Maps, Venue Maps, Games-Wide Newsletters

Games Communications Center
The Games Communications Center (GCC) serves as the central hub of all of
communications signals: Radios, tablets, computers, and the like are all wired to
respond to this team in real-time. They will consistently be delivering the tools
and resources we need to develop these Games as one greater functional unit,
rather than disorganized competitions scrambled together.
We encourage you to always be on consistent lookout for personnel with Radios
and Tablets that can communicate with others within a Venue. These Volunteers
and staff have direct contact with the resources and people necessary to keep the
Games safe, secure, and operating smoothly. In the event of an emergency, it’s
best to know where your nearest point of contact is at all times. Please remember
your Volunteer Coordinators are also just be a call away, so keep your cell phone
close. Volunteer Coordinators will give you their phone numbers as a point of
contact.

Radio Communications
Radios will normally be issued to coordinating and supervising staff exclusively,
but in the event your Coordinator is unable to operate the radio in an emergency,
you should be informed on how to carry out communication procedures.
 Radio communications should follow a chain of command process.
 Staff/Coordinators at a Venue will talk to their respective Venue Supervisor or
Medical Coordinator.
 Radio’s will be issued by communications’ personnel and the proper radio
channel will be assigned for your particular Venue.
 When communicating on the radio use proper terminology and speak clearly.
Many people will be listening, so be professional.
 Radio transmissions should be brief and to the point to relay necessary
information. They are not phones, so keep conversations to a minimum.

Radio Communications (Cont.)
Radios used for the Fairfax 2015 World Police & Fire Games events will be
Motorola XTS5000R radios.
 These radios will be programmed with Venue channels and wide area net
channels
 Venue Communications channels are to be used for communications
onsite of a Venue to talk between Venue staff.
 Wide area net channels are used for communications from Venue
management staff to the Venue Clusters and Games Operations Center
(GOC) staff. This channel is reserved for Venue Supervisors & Key staff
only; unless it is an emergency.

Radio Communications (Cont.)
When you are going to talk on the radio, you say the designation of the person
you want to call first, then your designator.
A designator is a specific identification for your Venue, sport, and purpose.
Ex. GMU Track & Field Medical Coordinator from GMU Track & Field Medical
team.
UTILIZE THE 4-C MODEL OF COMMUNICATIONS
Connect, Convey, Clarify, Confirm
The 4 “C’s” are as follows:
1. Connect (connect with the receiver)
2. Convey (convey with conciseness)
3. Clarify (read back the information)
4. Confirm (confirm the clarified message)

Example using the 4-C’s
Step #1 - Transmission: “Games Central Cluster from Basketball Venue Manager”
Transmission: “Games Central Cluster…Go Ahead” (CONNECTED)
Step #2 - Transmission: “We need 5 additional basketballs at the Venue.”
(CONVEYED)
Step #3 - Transmission: “Games Central Cluster copy. You need 5 additional
basketballs at the Venue.” (CLARIFIED)
Step #4 - Transmission: “Affirmative Games Central Cluster” (CONFIRMED)

Chain of Radio Communications
 Venue Supervisors & Medical Personnel will determine who deserves a radio at
a later point in time. Radios are limited in number will be issued only
depending on need.
 The Medical team on a Venue will speak with the Venue Medical manager for
the Venue.
 The Venue Medical manager will talk to the cluster Medical responsible for that
site.
 Pamphlets will be handed out with the radios to provide instruction on
using the radio and reminders.

Robinson Tennis
Medical Team

Venue Comm’s
Channel

Robinson Tennis
Medical
Manager

Wide Area Net
Channel

Central Cluster
Medical

Radio Communications (Cont.)
If you have any issues with your Radios (or any Games-provided electronic
devices) please work with your venue supervisor first before reaching out to our
GCC team.
There will be a phone number on the side of the radios for communications
support. This number is intended for use if you have a problem with your radio, or
other computer related fault (tablet or laptop) or need a battery. This number
should not be used for routine questions, Games-related information, or incidents.
COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT
CALL 703.501.6138

Emergencies – Medical & Otherwise
The most important thing for you to remember in an emergency is to stay calm
and follow the procedures described in these next few slides.
MEDICAL EMERGENCIES: All of our Venues will have access to emergency personnel.
Our Medical Services Stations will offer care for injuries and illnesses. Upon arrival
at your Venue, identify the locations for first-aid and hydration for convenience
and to assist others who may be in need.
In general, if you encounter a medical emergency, contact Medical Personnel
immediately through a Medical Venue Manager, or by calling 911. After an
emergency is under control, immediately alert your Volunteer Coordinator &
Supervisor if you haven’t already done so.

Emergencies – Medical & Otherwise (Cont.)
OTHER EMERGENCIES: Every Venue has specific plans for dealing with emergencies
such as fire, bomb threats, or severe weather. You will learn about dealing with
these certain emergencies during your first shift briefing. When an emergency is
reported, listen carefully to directions from Venue leaders and follow them quickly
& calmly.
 If you hear of a bomb threat, do not touch anything. Immediately contact
emergency personnel by calling 911. Alert your Security Officer, Volunteer
Coordinator and Venue Supervisor Calmly, and do not make an
announcement over the radio. Speak with these individuals directly.
Remain clam, and collected.
 If you encounter a non-Medical emergency other than a bomb threat,
radio or call a Volunteer Coordinator, Security Officer or Venue Supervisor
depending on the given circumstances involved. The Venue leader will
help you analyze the situation and step you through the proper
procedures in handling it effectively.

Emergencies – Medical & Otherwise (Cont.)
REMEMBER: The best way to prevent emergencies is to follow the safety protocols
outlined by your Volunteer Coordinator & Venue Supervisor. Please also use this
presentation a basis for your security approaches when in the field. Any Venuespecific safety procedures will be outlined in your first shift briefing with your
Volunteer Coordinator. Pay close attention to the information you are given, and
be sure to ask questions if you do not understand. As leaders we are here to
support you in any way possible.

Emergencies – Your Plan
As an individual in these Games much of your personal health is still in the hands
of you, and while we will do everything in our power to enable certain safety
precautions are taken, you as the individual need ensure your health.
If you have a Medical condition that could be life threatening in any capacity, we
strongly encourage you to wear a Medical bracelet on your person at all times.
Make sure you medications and food necessary to keep your body in good health,
and hydrate with 8 ounce of water every hour at the bare minimum.
Please also make sure your Emergency Contact in our FuseSport program is up-todate as well. You can easily update this information by logging into our Volunteer
portal using https://wpfg15.fusesport.com/portal.asp .

Getting Your Accreditation/Uniforms
Your Volunteer credentials and uniform will be Available at our Volunteer
Accreditation Headquarters beginning Saturday, June 20, 2015. Our Volunteer
Accreditation Office will be located at 1800 Cameron Glen Drive, Reston, VA
Hours of Operation:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM (0900 to 1700)
Thursday, Friday 4:00 PM to 9:00 PM (1600 to 2100)
Saturday, Sunday 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM (1000 to 1800)
The process itself takes less than 10 minutes, but volunteers should plan for an
hour for lines, or longer during the evening and weekend times.

Getting Your Accreditation/Uniforms
You will need to provide your name and we will look you up in the Volunteer
database. We will collect your Volunteer waiver and certificate that proves that
you completed this course. You will also need to provide a government issued ID
like a drivers' license or Military ID to verify your identity. We will take your picture
on the spot and print your credential shortly after. After closing out some
paperwork, we’ll place your credential in a clear sleeve attached to a lanyard, and
send you over to the uniform station, where we will distribute your required
clothing.
 All Games Volunteers that are working at least 16 hours will be issued two shirts
and a hat. (The hat is optional for you to wear)
 All Volunteers from Corporate- sponsoring groups Volunteering less than 16
hours will receive one shirt.
 All Medical Volunteers will receive one shirt.

Understanding Uniform Coordination
We wanted to make a quickly accessible color to
help Volunteers, staff and spectators alike to
identify fellow staff and Volunteers. Just right you
will see the color code:
 Basic Blue: Volunteers

 Light Sky Blue: Games Leadership Staff
 Gold: Games Officials & Scoring
 Ruby Red: Medical Personnel

Parking & Transportation
Parking will be free to the public at all Venues and will be given on a first-come, first-serve
basis. At select Venues, there will be Volunteer assigned parking where you must park.
Please speak with your Volunteer Coordinator about your Venue’s parking conditions on
arrival, and keep an eye out for parking-specific signage when arriving to your shift.
We encourage all Volunteers who are driving to their Venue to arrive 30 minutes before
every shift, giving them adequate time to park. Please remember these events will be full of
spectators, family members and fellow Volunteers, so parking may be difficult to acquire.
If it all possible, we strongly encourage Volunteers to use public transportation provided by
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation Authority (WMATA) and the Fairfax
County Department of Transportation (FCDOT). Train & bus routes can be found at their
respective websites:
http://www.wmata.com/
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/connector/

NEXT STEPS: YOU’RE READY

WRAPPING YOUR ONLINE TRAINING UP & GETTING YOU ACTION READY

Volunteer Jobs
Accreditation Assistant:
You will be working at one of two locations- our Athlete Accreditation at the Main
Accreditation Center or our Volunteer Accreditation at the Volunteer
Headquarters- The Glen. You will be working with our database to issue and print
name badges, assist with line management, greet our athletes, distribute
uniforms or athlete bags, and serve in an overall front desk –type capacity
Accreditation Team Lead:
Serving in a volunteer leadership role of the above.
Uniform Assistant:
You will be working at the Volunteer Headquarters- The Glen alongside
Accreditation. You will be distributing volunteer uniforms but may need to be
trained on the accreditation process to pitch in as needed.

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Warehouse/ Logistics/ Bike:
You will be working at our Volunteer Headquarters- The Glen, supporting the
logistics functional area of the Games. You will be working to get the equipment
and supplies to the venues and other Fairfax 2015 sites.
Ceremonies Parade Marshall:
You will be working at Opening Ceremonies, providing direction to our athletes
and ushering them into the Stadium when their country is called
Ceremonies Special Events Assistant:
Ah! The “other duties as noted” role for the Ceremonies. You may find yourself a
jack of all trades as you fulfill a variety of jobs that may be required on site. Wear
comfortable shoes and be ready for an adventure

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Ceremonies Production Supervisor:
You are at the Ceremonies doing what you do best! Oversees the Production
Assistants
Ceremonies Spectator Ambassador:
You will be working at Opening Ceremonies, providing direction to our spectators
and visitors and ushering them into the Stadium
Ceremonies Production Assistant:
You will be working Opening Ceremonies and assisting with the actual
performance and program implementation. Be ready to be flexible!

Village Ambassador:
You will be working at Athletes’ Village at the Reston Town Center. You may find
yourself a jack of all trades as you fulfill a variety of jobs that may be required on
site. Wear comfortable shoes and be ready for an adventure

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Media Liaison:
You will be working at one of the venues or at the main communication center
(the Reston Hyatt). You will be the on site contact for arriving media. You will work
with our Communications Team on messaging, collecting stories, and reporting
Sponsor Liaison:
You will be working at one of the venues. You will be the main on site contact for
any arriving Fairfax 2015 sponsors. You will work with our Corporate Development
Team on coordinating any messaging, sharing information, and supporting efforts
Medals Bearers:
At the Reston Hyatt, you will be distributing medals to the athletes that were
unable to attend their medals ceremony at the venue.
There will also be Medals Bearers at the venues. These are not Fairfax 2015
volunteers, but have come to us from the Police and Fire Explorers, and Boys and
Girls Scouts. They will arrive just prior to their assigned ceremony

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Photographer:
You are doing what you do best!
Technology Assistant:
You will be working at one of the venues or at our Main Hub. You will working with
our Technology Team providing IT support as needed and directed
Social Media Assistant:
You will be working at our Main Hub. You will working with our Technology and
Communications Teams messaging out to the social media web-verse

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Spectator Ambassador:
You will be assigned to a venue or sport, providing direction to our spectators,
visitors, and even our athletes-- and ushering them into the Stadium or Venue
Volunteer Assistant:
You will be working at one of the venues. You will work with our volunteer
coordinators to check in volunteers, provide breaks, and distribute meals. You may
also support protocol and dignitary services if needed at your site.
Volunteer Coordinator:
You are the team lead for the above

Hydration Assistant:
Fancy terms for making sure our athletes and participants have plenty of water.
You may also need to jump in to help the Logistics Team

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Venue Assistant:
You will be working at one of the venues. You will work with our venue supervisors
to support all the behind the scenes operations that make this whole event work
at your site.
Venue Supervisors:
You are the team lead for the above

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Results Assistant:
You will be assigned to the Reston Town Center Main Hub or a venue to support
the collection of final results to athletes as quickly as possible across the Games.
This process will feed information into items such as website result summaries and
awesome medal tally widgets.
Field of Play Assistant:
Ah! The “other duties as noted” role for the Sports. Your Sport Coordinator has a
very specific job for you. They are different at each site for each sport. You may
already know what yours is. Or- You may find yourself a jack of all trades as you
fulfill a variety of jobs that may be required on site. Where comfortable shoes and
be ready for an adventure.
Announcer/ Production Assistant/ Spotter:
You are assigned to a Sports venue doing what you do best!

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Driver:
You will be assigned to the Fairfax 2015 Motorpool and will be assigned to drive
one of our provided vehicles
Transport Hub Assistant:
You will be assigned to one of the 9 transportation hubs to support athletes and
the bus system used to transport them.

Transport Assistant:
You will be assigned to a venue or sport working with traffic control and parking
management at that site.

Volunteer Jobs (continued)
Medical:
Medical positions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Venue Manager
Athletic Trainer
First Aid
Nurse
EMT
Doctor
Massage Therapist
ALS
BLS
Chiropractor

You Are Equipped To Volunteer!
First, we want to thank you again for taking this course, and taking the time to
Volunteer with us actively at the World Police & Fire Games. On behalf of The
World Police & Fire Games’ athletes, coaches, families, and staff, we are truly
thankful for the efforts you have put forward to make these Games possible.
We hope you have gained a greater knowledge of the Games operation, as well as
a greater understanding of how your role plays in the massive contribution we are
making to our service heroes around the world.
Your impact as a volunteer will not only be memorable to you, but vast number of
public safety heroes who are triumphantly competing in these Games.

Without you this event would not be possible! We can’t wait to work with you!
Volunteer Coordinator Services

What You Need to Do Next
Your next steps as a volunteer follow immediately after this last slide.
A Volunteer Acknowledgement Waiver will appear as a printable PDF file after printing the
Certificate. Please download this file and fill it out before Accreditation. The waiver will be
collected there. There will be additional waivers on site if you are unable to print.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED TIME AND COMMITMENT – LET’S MAKE THESE
WPFG THE BEST COMPETITION YET!

